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1. INTRODUCTION
Hughes Aircraft Company's Space Systems Division, under contract's
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research
Center {NASA) LRC), has completed a study of various Mars Spinning
Support Module WSSM) designs to be used by a landing vehicle in the Mars
1973 Program. The results of this study, which was conducted during a
2-month time period, are presented in -three separate volumes that collec-
tively constitute the find report.
This document, Volume 1, presents a summary of the significant
technical features of the various designs studied, the guidelines and ground
roles directing the study, and a tentative program plan for design, develop-
ment, and delivery of support modules for the Altars 1973 mission.
Volume II presents the detailed analysis and data that supports the
design performance and parameter values selected. A large portion of the
information was available from past and current Hughes experience with
similar spinning earth communications satellites, and was supplemented
with revs+ analysis and studies
. dictated by unique support . module ieatures.
Volume III presents program pian and ^:.ost estimates for the support
module . designs considered during the study. This data is based on Hughes`
design, development, testing-, and delivery of similar systems from Syncom
through Surveyor to the present complex Advanced Technology and Intelsat
spacecraft. The backlog of actual cast data attached to the development and
fabrication of satellite components was obtained. from the appropriate
Hughes divisions for use in estimating support module costs.
The NASA is considering a Mars 1973 mission.
 as one of a group of
missions directed toward exploration of the planet Mars using automated
spacecraft, with the primary objective of obtaining scientific data from the
Mars atmosphere and surface. Present plans envision -two landing vehicles
being placed oA*earth-Mars trajectories by separate Titan III-C boost
vehicles  in July/August 1973, and landing on the Martian. surface in
January/ February 1974. The limited, but flexible, ' NASA budgetary con-
siderations result iz: a spectrum of mission and landing vehicle design
possibilities that satisfy Mars 1973 mission objectives. Hughes has been
directed by NASA/ LRC to study a direct entry mode mi ssion utilizing an
aeroshell plus a hard landing vehicle with an attached supporting module.
*Contract No. NASI-8638, august 30, 1968.
The function of the support module (5M) is to provide trajectory control via
earth command, relay telemetry aad commands to/from the earth, ' provide
-power, and initiate function- iar the landing vehicle while enroute to Mars,.
The SM will separate from the aero shell / lande r (A/ L•) near Mars encounter,
and be deflected to fly by Mars relaying entry and video data from the Lander
to the earth, as the Lander accomplishes the descent and post-landing oper-
ations. The passive spin - stabilized, rather than three-axis, attitude con-
trol technique for the support module — aeroshell/lander (spacecraft) was
also specified a-, a key requirement for the designs.
In addition to the direct entry mode of land--r delivery, directives
were given to study a flyby mode mission wherein th-e .A/ L vehicle is
deflected from the SM near 'Mars encot:ntaa and placed on an entry and
landing path. The SM will perform its relay function and immediately
initiate a braking maneuver with a propulsion system capable of substantial
4V capability, placing it into an elliptical orbit about Mars rather than '
flying by. The orbit will be selected so the SM will pass over the iander
once each Martian day, relaying data to earth for the lifetime of the dander.
The study resulted in three different SM designs that satisfy the
specified mission .requirements and Titan III-C payload limitations; a flyby
SM which relays entry and video data (Flyby-Video Data), a similar SM
which relays only entry data as it flys by Mars -(Flyby-Entry Data), and an
orbiting design which has the full video data capability in addition to its
orbiting ana long. lifetime relay capability (Orbiter). Several alternate
designs were also considered, but eliriiinated early in the study. The study
concluded with a comp.rison of the Flyby and Orbiter design weights and
program costs.
The requirement that a Mars exploratory vehicle shall have an
extrer*zely low .probability of contaminating Mars necessitates incornoration
of a sterilization program into the Mars 1973 Program. Because'of this, the
A/ L must be sterilised before 'launch, regardless of the particular mission_
mode selected. The SM need not be sterilized if the flyby mode mission is
selectee (Orbiter design), but must be sterilized if the diieci entry anode
is utilized (Flyby design) because of the possibility of impacting Mars
should the deflection maneuver fail to be executed properly,
The remainder of this volume, presents the following information:
1) Section 2 presents a brief comparative summary of the three SM designs
and -the primary study conclusions, 2) Section 3, is a review of the general
and detailed guidelines and ground rules specified 6r agreed to by NASA/
LRC which are the framework of the study, 3) Section 4 contains a mission
profile depicting major events and SM implications on the profile,
4) Section 5 is a description of the Flyby-Video Data configuration and
summary of the main subsystem design and performance, 5) Section 6 is a
similar presentation of the Flyby-Entry Data design and .performance, with
emphasis or. video versus entry design differences, 6) Section 7 contains a
description-of the Orbiter design, pointing out its key features, and 7) Sec -
ti^u,. C presents a program plan for a Mars 1973 mission support module which
highlights major design, fabrication, testing, and delivery miiestcnes for the
flight and, associated test models and operational support equipment.
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2. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
The gross characteristics of the Flyby - Video Data and Orbiter
MSSM designs which received the major study effort are illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2. The Flyby -Entry Data design, which also received con-
siderable attention, is similar to the Video Data design, the primary dif-
ference being the incorporation of a much smalle r square planar antenna.
Table l is a list of subsystem parameter values and characteristics for the
three MSSM designs. Since most of the SM design problems were asso-
ciated with the structural, flight control, and telecommunications subsys-
tems, the major study efforts were devoted to these subsystems.
The Flyby-Video and Entry Dati SM designs weigh 558 and 321
pounds, respectively, including the propellant. The Orbiter design weighs
1120 pounds, including the reaction control and orbital insertion system
propellant. These weights added to the AJ L. adapter, and canister weights
result in total weights which are within the Titan III-C payload capabilities.
The net weight margins are 105, 138, and 90 pounds, respectively, inter-
preted as available for SM, adapter, 'and canister contingencies.
The solar panel bounding circle diameters are 113 and 118 inches,
respectively, for the Flyby and .Orbiter designs as required to accommodate
37. 4 square feet of solar panel area and the planar antenna. The diameter
is limited by a necessity for adequate clearance between the panels and.
canister (or Titan III-C shroud for the Orbiter design). The Orbiter design
Centiral cylinder neight, 38 inches, is greater than that of the Flyby design(22 inches), because it contains a solid propellant retre engine. The struc-
tural layout :nd iightweight aluminum material selection is based on Hughes,
experience with similar spinning earth communications satellites.
The attitude and reaction jet control system utilises a standard blow-
down hydrazine m►onopropella* design with ten 5-pound thrusters operating
in a pulsed mode to achieve velocity, attitude, and.spin control. Four sun
sensors and a star sensor also are used to obtain attitude data. The Flyby
SM-A/L designs are passively spin stabilized, although the Orbiter design
requires a single active damper to prevent drifting of the spin axis.
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The major elements of the communications subsystem are the
S-band 18 and 21 square feet high-gain planar antennae, and 40 watt-TWT
transmitters for the Flyby-Video Data and Orbiter SM designs, respectively.
These, along with the A/ L to SM UHF receiving capability, complete the
link .for transmission of Mars scientific uata to earth. In addition, a 3-watt
transmitter, cross slot antennae, and backup antenna with cumplete,r.edun
danci perform the remaining telecommunicatiuns function. The Flyby-Entry
Data design has a 3. 7-square-foot planar antenna and 20-watt transmitters
f-.)r the primary data link.
The remaining key design aspects are the power and thermai sub-
systems. The solar panels provide 85 watts of power at Mars encounter
and two batteries, each with 283 watt-hours capacity and singly able to
support the mission. sustain the high-pc,wer periods. The thermal design
utilizes a superinsulation blanket and active louvers to maintain compart-
ment.temperatures between 40 to 100°F.
CONCLUSIONS
•	 The three MSSM designs synthesized and presented, all of which .satisfy
specific flyby or orbiter mission requirements and the allotted payload
capability of the Titan III-C, are recommended as candidates,for the
Mars 1973 Program.	 '
•	 The utilization of-spin stabilization, simple structural and subsystem
mechanization, backup modes of operation, extensive redundancy;
wide operating margins and the resultant weight margins in the MSSM
designs, coupled with Hughes' extensive .background with similar
vehicles, places a high degree of confidence in the study results.
•	 The potential developme,.t and integration ,problems have been mini-
mized by maintaining a simple mechanical interface and a single power,
command, and telemetry line between the A/ L and SM designs
•	 The A/ L design was simplified by the elimination of its spin control
system due to the SM capability to perform the spindown function prior
to A/ L-SM separation.
•	 The questions associated with sterilization of the Flyby SM designs,
although not critical, are eliminated from the nonsterilized Orbiter SM
design considerations.. These refer specifically to star sensor photo-
rriultiplier tube and battery procurement and confidence in estimating
program plans and costs:
0	 The Orbiter design offers the following significant advantages over the
Flyby designs:
1) 'Greater Mars scientific data return because of its periodic com-
munication with the A/ L while in Mars orbit.
5
2) The potential to return a significant quantity of data while in orbit,
even if the initial entry and video data were lost.
3.) The possibility of incorporating scientific instrumentation for
gathering data while in orbit.. This.feature would also allow some
missiun goals to be achieved even if the A/ L failed.
• The estimated cost of a Flyby SM ,program is .$1.7 M more than the
cost'of a similar Orbiter SM 'program. The Orbiter cost is reduced
because sterilization is not required.
TABLE. 1. MSSM DESIGN SUMMARY
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• The capsule orientation and aiapter design shall be determined during
the study. The I itan III-C 'last stage and shroud characteristics shall
be a consideration in their selection.
•	 The SM sha :i be attached to the A/ L and encapsulated for purposes of
L.
	 sterilization. A temperature of 135 4 C shali be applied to the cap-
sule fir a 24-hour period.
•	 The spacecraft (SM and A/Lt is spin stabilizer: during the mission.
•	 The SM shall fly by Mars by performing a deflection nianeuver no
earlier t"►an 1 day before Mars encounter.
•	 The SM shall re l ay A/L entry data at a rate of 2000 bits per second,
and a total of 10 7 bits o: video data at a nominal rate of lb. 000 bits
per second_ The videc• data will be avail. b ye from the lander-2 minutes
after landing. The Flyby-Entry Data design shalt. ha ve ca?abUity to
re l ay only entry data at 2000 bits pt-r second.
•	 The interface requirements between the SM and Ai L gall be minimized
and simplified.
•	 The SM program shali have a high reliability and minimum :ost,
utilizing existing and pro--en hardware and design techniques.
a	 The S2., si:ali have a midcourse correction capability of 55 meters/
second.
•	 The SM velocity control accuracy t -all be significantly better than the
orbit determination accuracy 5 to _ days before Mars encounter.
•	 The planetary entry angle shall be between-18 and-30 degrees.
•	 The ?et Propulsion Laberator=es Deep Space Net (DSN) shall be used
for commxmicating with the W during the Mars 1973 mission. Two
210-foot diameter antenna systems will be available, one each at
Goldstone. California, and Woomera, Australia. The output power
c)iall be 400 kilowatts, and the receiver ncise based on 33 to°K.
•	 Telemetry data from the A/ L shall be transmitted by the SM at a.rate
of 1050 bits per hour during the cruise phases of the mission. A rate
of 2000 bits per second shall be requires prior to separation of the A/ L
'fron the SM.
•	 Commands from the DSN shall be suppiied to the A/ L via the SM during
the cruise phases of the mission. The nominal command word length
shali be Zi bits.
a	 Tice SM shall have a transponder operation to enable the DSN to obtain
range ane range rate data for determination of the spacecr::.ft trajectory.
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•	 The S`". shall incorporate a sequencer to outometicall; initiate A' L.
:unctions priur to A . i_. separettun from the SM.
•	 The SM shall recci^e entry and ;---deu data fr-rn the A/ L at a frequenc
of 400 MHz WHF ► . The ! L shall su pply 35 putts of power tur entry
data and 50 Watts of pom-e r for ;-ideo data tr ansm ssiun. The A/ L shall
have tyro cavay back slot antennae with -o dB of gain cicng Lhe A / L
axis :)t symmetr y , f411ing _)if to 0 dB of gain 70 degrees off the ax+s.
•	 The Std shsli sunp l y 25 watts of continuo--s pc:wer to she A / 1. r uring
the mission_
•	 The Ski shall incorporate two battery char g: rs f.:r the A/ L use aurin.,
the missiun.
ORBITER
A lthough many cf the Orbiter guidelines are identical or s r::filar to
these of the Fi;b; design studs, there are differences fir.  and additi.:•nai
_uidelines. which are as follows.:
•
	 Tht_ Iaunch and arrival dates are.
Spa r c raft i	 Spacecraft
'Launch - Jui y
 13 to au gust 10, 1973	 3uly 20 to August 12, 197?3
Arrival - Januar y 30, 1Q74.	 F ebrua r y	 I Q74
s
	 The r Eby Aide shali be used to deliver the spacecraft to `cars.
•
	 The craximum paylc,ad capabilit y of the Titan IL'- C for. this to°-,• er enerey
m'ssion period is ? ,)50 p.!unds, v.h ; ch includes the adapter.
•	 The inboard profile shown in Figure 3 was initially intended for use
with an Orbiter design. The actual dimensions used were the same as
those of the Flyby SM study. The A! L shall weigh 1,86  pounds, which
includes the solid rocket and interface structure.
•	 The SM will not be sterilized, therefore, it reec' not be inside the
canister.
s	 Since the initial tra . ctory is a Mars fl;rby path, th. AI r shall perform
a deflection maneuver no earlier than one day beiare Mars encounter
to p lace it on a landing course.
10•
•	 ihi SM shall execute a braking; manouver after prrforuiing its relay
function 'identical to Flyby requirements). which results in the SM
attaining a 1000 > 33. 000-kilonieter ait:tudt• elliptical orbit about
M..rs. The SM shall have a 24. ti-hour -ueriud urbit, which is syn-
chronous ev:th respect to the lander. The relaying; of data during: the
initial flyb y is a primar y- mission goal. The attait:ment of ,rbit :s
secondary.
•	 The SM shall rela y- data fru._t the All L during: each comraunicitIUn
period :or a minimum of 3 days.
11
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4. _MISSION PROFILE
The sequence of events for the Flyby and Orbiter design missions
are almost identical from earth launch to A/L-SM separation near Mars.
The series of events differ after separation because: 1 ) the Flyby-Video;
Entry Data SM designs must perform a deflection -noneuver, wherear the
A/L lander performs this function in the Orbiter design concept, 2) the aft
canister must be removed Tram the Orbiter SM, while it remains with the
third stag-- of the Titan III-C in the case of the Flyby Si ,.l design, and 31 the
Orbiter SM executes an orbital insertion maneuver, and the Flvb%- SAV; dues
not. The mission events which apply to the Flyby-Video Data (or Entry
Datat design constitute the mission profile presented in this section. the
significant Orbiter design differences wiil be presented in Section 7.
Th•2 Mars 1973 mission will begin at Cape Kennedy during the .tuiy/
August 1973 period wita the spaced launching of two Titan III-C vehicles,
each carrying an A/L-SM spacecraft. A minimum of 30 days is desired
for the launch period, with a 2-hour launch window for each day. The
mission profile is alr-rust identical for each spacecraft, the primary differ-
ence being a 
10_ 
day spacing in the January 1974 Mars arrival dates.
The boost phase utilizes the narking orbit te r rnnique to enable the
third stage of the Titian III-C to place the spacecraft on a nominal direct
entry traiectory to Mars. While in parking orbit the forward portion of the
sterilization za4ister is removes, thereby exposing the aerosheil of the
spacecraft. After the third stage and payload have attained the proper
infection conditions, an attitude maneuver is performed by the third stage
to position the spacecraft for the desired cruise orientation. This is fol-
lowed by separation and spin-up of the spacecraft, leaving the aft canister
and adapter attached to the last stage, which subsequently performs a retro
maneuver.
The initial spacecraft spin speed of 25 rpm is imparted by the SM
spinup control syste-n. The shin axis direction is allowed to remain
gyroscopically fixed with respect to ar. inertial reference system for
approximately the first 90 days of flight. The spin axis direction, which
is initially within a few degrees of the ecliptic plane and at an angle of
45 degrees with respec t. to the sz:n's direction (Figure 4), has been selected
on the basis of sustaining adtyuate solar panel power generaticn and ther-
-_zal balance, spacecraft to earth telecommunications, and having the proper
13
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sun/star sensor geometry at attitude determination and :rajectury control
times. The wide range of acceptable SM spin axis orientati^-.. permits
a high degree of flexibility in designing the mission fo g the %,.rs 197 3
Program.
The A/ L subsyster is wiil be comraAnded and munitorcd via the SM
irriniediately after iniec_tiun, and the SCI x-111 begin supplying 25 watts of
cuntinuous p,;a•er to the A l L and acting, as a tracking beacon fur the DEN.
Early in the cruise phase of the mission, SM sue. Anci star sensor data will
be telemetered to the earth, am the s pacecraft attitude established to well
within 1 degree. The SM cross slot antenna %will he used for telecommuni-
cations dur,nz the fir>t 90 days of the. niissiun
The mission ha beer. designed to accommodate a maximum of four
midcourse velocity corrections for a total of o7 meters/secured, a.though
only two or three are likel y- to be requir_d to compensate for in-lectiun
e- irs and achieve the high degree of final trajectory control acc^racv
necessar y for landing. Tne first velocit y
 correction is nominall y planner'
for 5 days after. injection, and the second at 30 days based on pr-opellant,
tracking accurac y , and execution errui considerations. The corrections
are performed without changing the spin axis orientation by using the
pulsed let reaction cc.ntro: techni ques utilized on Hu g h	 mes co unication
4ate11iLZS.
	 '
To sustain adequate communications from approximately 90 days
after earth infection to Mars encounter, the spacec-aft spin axis must be
changed, at most, four tirr_es to keep the earth irithia the bearnwidth of the
h;gh-gain planar array. The attitude maneuver times selectee' - • :i1 ensure
that tracking and orbit determination accuracy are not degraded. Also, the
final tv.- o midcour^,A corrections will be performed during this period, with
the last ene occurring 5 days before `'tars encounter.
the A! 1- separation from the SM at 12 hours prior to lancing
Figure 5), is preceded by a complete checkout of the A ! L, loading and
verif^. ing commands fox the SM automatic_ sequencer, initiating A / L sub-
systems, first spacecraft attitude rotation to align the A/L for entry, and
a spin down to 5 rpm by the SM. A/L .
 separation is then completed and the
SM spun up to 00 rpm and re-oriented to direct he planar at the earth.
Comn.unications are maintained with the earth during this period via the
cross slot and high-power transmitter, and the LJHF link provides for AIL to
SM.c-omniunications. This phase i, cu,..-- f eted with a velocity maneuver of
!100 meters second being imparted by the SM to deflect onto a Mars fivby path.
The SM Fill utilize the iiigti-power transniitter . and planar antenna to
relay A,I entry and video data back to earth ri axin,um range 0f100 x 106
kiiometersl du. ink the final iiyby phase of the mission. A nominal bit rate of
io. 000 bits per second will be used to return 10 bits of video data to earth
during the postlanding data gathering, period of the Mars lander. The SM
trajectory periap•is al`itude is ncminaily 3700 kilometers. The A/L-SM maxi-
mum: con,munications range prior to landing is 5530 kilometers, and during
video transmission.. 5000 kilometers. Due to trajectory and Mars atmofphere
uncertainties, d-e post-landing tine can vary from 13 to 24 minutes.
15
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5. FLYBY DESIGN - VIDEO DATA
VEHICLE CONFIGURATION/WEIGHT
Configuration
The Flyby-Video Data SkI design inboard profile is shown in Figure 6.
The maior structural features include a 67. 5-inch diameter cylindrical
section. eight trapezoidal star panel sections arranged radially about the
central cylinder, sixteen panel support struts, main equipment circular
shelf in plane of solar panels, o0-inch diameter high-gain antenna support
ring, and necessary support arms, insulation material, and active thermal
control louvers. The subsystem equipment is arranges' within the cylindrical
section to achieve static and d narnic balance and is rnounted to satisfy
thermal, volume, assembly, and testing considerations. The materials
selected (mainly aluminum) and design practices incorporated are similar to
those used for Hughes communication satellites. The structure. as is the
rest of the S?vl, is designed to - withstand the high sterilization temperature.
The simp le cylindrical section allows ample volume for equipment
and rnatches the A/L and booster adapter interface dimensions. The
strengEh of the, semimonoque cylinder satisfies the requirement to support
the 1100-pound A/L and its own equipment during the high acceleration
and vibration, boost periods of the Titan III-C. The length of the cylinder
minimizes A/L interface structure and canister weight and enhances spin
axis stability of the SM and total spacecraft. Two active thermal louvers
which dissipate transmitter heat energy are attached about the cylinder.
The trapezoidal shape of the solar panel sections will facilitate
manufacture a-id assembly. The outer 113-inch diameter bounding the panels
is set by the aft canister dimension, UHF antennae ant spin jet mounting,
and margin required to achieve spacecraft separation at earth in
The inner dimension of the panels allows for the maximum planar array
diameter and clearance for interfacing the SIM and adapter while maintaining
37. 4 square,
 feet of panel area to supply the required 85 watts of power at
Mars encounter. A series of struts attached oehind the panels and to the
cylinder
— provide support during the boost phase. The panel cells are n-on-p
type with a fused silica cover slip.
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The S-band high-gain antenna is at one end of 'he SM above
four thermal louvers that su p port and radiate throu g h it, and is constrained
by a t,0-inch diameter ring. The antenii. .s constructed from rectanl:ular
cross slot cavit y sections, and is energized by a waveguide running iron:
the transmitters tvithin the SM cy'inder to its back surface. An integral
hart of the antenna is a special cross slot antenna located in its center and
used for communications primarily during the early mission phases. The
antenna height veil. enable a solar energy incidence angle of 40, degrees to be
used ,vithout shadowing the solar panels.
The majority of SM equipment. electronics, batteries, and propellant
tanks. are attached to one side of a shelf that is fastened to the cylinder in
the plane of the solar panels. The four louvers acid planar antenna are
attached to the opposite side of the shelf. The shelf is designed to support
the e quipment while undergoing heavy loads during boost. The shelf concept
enhances accessibility, testing, and installation while the SD' :s in develop-
ment. The shelf also coaducts 'neat from the egui; pn.ent to the louver system.
The e q uipment not attached to the shelf are the transmitters with their
TWTs and the attitude control systemn mercury tube nutation dampers, that
are all mounted about the•ct-linder wall. A thermal blanket surrounds ±hr
equipment and closes off the other end of the SN' -ylindrica'- section. A 40 to
100 F ten;aerature is maintained ,vithi.n the equi pment com partment b y the
thermal blanket Aouver control s^,stem.
the four spin jets and four sun sensors which. are usec. cn the attitude
control s%-stemare rno g: ,red to the panel support struts j ust below the panel
outer edges. The twa radial control g ets and a star sensor are mounted
below the panels on the struts and cylinder, resiDectiveIy- Their locations
are -hosen to eliminate jet impingement and stra%- light problems. in addi-
tion. one jet thrusts through the spacecraft and the other through the SM
center of gravity. The remaining four axial control Jets are mounted on
arms that swing out from the panels. The two arrzis place the jets far
enough outboard such that jet plume iinpingernent on the A I L is insignificant.
The use of coiled propellant lines to supply- the axial lets will eliminate
internal line flaking, trapping; potential valve- janiniing materials. and will
provide a spring action for arm deployment. The system design allows for
mission completion even if both arins should fail to extend, since two of the
axial iets protrude past the panels while in the stowed position. Backup
antennas are also mounted on the deployable arms.
The SM design includes such items as adapter and A L. interface
separation mechanisms and necessary electr`cal lines and harnesses.
Although these items are not shown on the drawings. they are accounted for
in estimating SIN] weights.
Weight
Table 2 lis`_; the SN", A%L, adapter, and canister weights vOhich form
the total launch weight (not including shroud). The A L. weight was fixed
early in the study by Hughes-LRC agreement. and the adapter, canisters,
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TABLE 2. MSSM - LAUNCH WEIGHT DISTRIBUTI0^.4,
FLYBY - VIDEO DESIGN
i	 _
Item
I
Aeroshell!lander
SM weight (Includes 51 pounds contingency)
SM/booster adapter
ii	
Structure
Umbilical
Pyrotechnic separation logic
Aft canister
Stricture
Press-ire and vent
Separation harness
Forward canister
Launch weight
Titan paylnad
Weight.
	 i
pounds
1 1 00.0
557.9
. 17. 2
181. 8
19. 0
2025. 9
77. 2
35. 0
5. 0
128. 8
50. 0
3. 0
2080
Total contingency for SM, adaptosr, find canisters 	 l0i. 1
arsd SM weights determined as part of the study The adapter and canister
weight estimates iatlude provisions for cables, pyrotechnics, and pressure
. contt, ^l wit:iin the canister. The SIM weight includes- 51 hounds for contin-
gencies. The difference between. the Titan I.11-C payload capability and
tnta i launch we;yht is 54 pounnds. If the A!L, weight is assumed to contain its
own margin, 105 pounds (51+54) are available for SM, adapter, and canister
contingencies.
The basic subayitem weights which constitute the total SM weight of
558 pounds are listed is Table 3. A major portion of the weights iz based
on similar Hughes equipment weights. T s+e propellant weight includes
11 pounds for contingency which, added to a 40 - pound (10 percent)
21
Y
Weight,
pounds
a0. 7
41. 2
14.0
3. 0
i.0
8. 0
4. 7
^_ 5
0. 5
1. 3
30. 7
10. 0
;. 0
10. 0
1 CO.	 !
11. 0
21. c
8. 0
120. 0
30. 0
17. 0
5.	 1
1.0
3. 4
2. 5
1. 0
117. 2
11. 7
2t_ 1
11. U
2.. 0
21.0
-,.. 5
6. 5
11.0
7. 0
TABLE 3. MSSM St BSYSTEM WEIGHT ALLOTMEN T
FLYBY DESIGN - VID17 "^ DATA
--	 -
Ite m
R F Subsystem
3-watt transmitter i2)
J 0 -x%att transmitter ;2)
1	 [sigh-gain antenna (1)
UHF antennas (16)
Turnstile antenna (2)
S-band receiver (21
t UHF receiver (2)
RF switches (3)
Coaxial cables and attach clips
I	 Cross slot omni
Diplexer (3)
Signal Processing
Central command decoder (z)
Czntrai signal processor
Command storage and sequencer (Sr M)
Sequenzzer (Ai L)
Propulsion
5-pound thrusters (10)
14. 2- i nch diameter tanks (4)
Valves, lines, filters. and pressurant
Propellant (includes 11 Founds contingency)
Flight Control
Flight control electronics
Star sensors (1)
Sun sensors (4)
Local cables, connectors, and clip.3
Nutation damper
Acceierometer and acceleration sNx,itch
Structure
Li pper ring
Li pper cylinder
Central ring
Lower cover
Equipment shelf
Thermal blankets and tie downs
Upper therm:.l blanket support
Harness
Solar panel support tubes
72
Woigh*.
pounds
4. 0
15. j
I1.
3.
3F.
8.
10.
28.
518.
39.
557.
TABLE 3. MSSM SUBSYSTEM WEIGH? ALLOTMENT,
FLYBY DESIGN - VIDEO DATA - Concluded
Item
Balance weights
Thermal control louvei (6)
Radial Jet supports (2)
Mechanisms
Se )aratior. mechanism
SM!land,er 4.8
SWAdavter 6.8
.Axial jet deployment (2)
i Electrical PoorerSolar panel -isubitrate, cells, interconnectionu)
Boost regulator
Battery charge regulator (1 S/M Z A/L)
Battery (2)
Total
Contingency
Total support module weight
l	
-	 -
contingency on SM dry weight, yields the 51 pounds shown in Table 2. An
A/L sequencer and two battery chargers are included in the SM weight. The
SM structural weights are based or reasonable design strengths, including
ar additional 10 percent weight increase for sterilization. The SM struc-
tural weight is approximately 16 percent of the dry weight, which compares
to the 10 to 15 percent values for Hughes spacecraft.
Table 4 presents the moment of inertia estimates for several loading
conditions. The spin-axis (roll)- to- pitch nnoinent of inertia ratio is well
above 1. 0, the-eby ensuring stability about the SM spin axis during the
entire mission. .
ATTITUDE AND VELOCITY CONTROL/ PROPULSION
=he spin, attitude, and velocity control of the spacecraft is imple-
mented by the SM utilizing components, subsystems, and techniques which
have undergone extensive flight experience in spin-stabilized missions,
including Syncom 1I and III, Intelsat I and II, and A pplications Techmeicgy
5ate±lites (ATE) 1 :nd 3. Additional =light experience is in the offing on
ATS-E, Air Force Tactical Communicatione Satellite, and Intelsat IV, which
are currently in vataus phases of flight vehicle developr_zent. The basic
elements of the system are a spinning spacecraft with adequate gyroscopic
23
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TATTLE 4. MOMENTS OF INERTIA, FLYBY - VIDEO DESIGN
Vehicle State
	 Slug-ft2
A/L. and SM
Full fuel	 1
Roll	 390. 9
2 0 5 . ^Pit cl. 
40 percent fuel
I U,	 382. 2
I
stability; spinup'spindown, axial and radial jets; sun .,nil star sensor-, to
determine spacecraft attitude and control the jets: jet control elcc-tronic_s;
nutation dam pers, and ;* }p ressurized monopropellant hydrazine systc-11 that.
supplies the reaction control jets. Figure 7 illustrates the layout of the
reaction control subsystem, and Figure li is a blocl diagram of the t7iz-ht
conrroi cicctronics.
i he four spin 'jets arc mounted in psi-rs at the edcte of the solar pun-
els ane are used initially to spin: up the spacecraft to 27	 for the mis-
sion cruise phew. The spin J ets are rennired to p erform onl y' two n-Yore
times: to spin down the spacecraft to 5 rpm prior to A L se paration, and
then spin up the SM to b0 rpm for the fl) •by phase. :in accelerometer
;cemrifugali terminates the spir,^p iDerations and a centrifugal svritch the
span riuu'n maneuver, The spinup speeds are baser on a consideration .,f
stability and jet contro: performance. A wide variationin these speed y is
acceptable, Jie values given are only representative. The 5 rpm imparted
t., the A/ i_ maintains its stabilit y prior to entry, thereby eliniinating the
need for an attitude contr,, l s^-stem. the spin tolerances are n.,t critical;
therefore, a simple inexpensive zpin control system suffices.
Attitude and s p in axis direction velocit y control is achieved through
the use of four axial-directe(i jets located outboard the spacecraft on extend-
ible arms (see Figure i). The arms provide a laree lever arn. for the
small, _- pound thrust 'jets, and allo'.i' for iets thrusting in both axia. direc-
tions without producing a s =_gni£= cant jet exhaust gas irr:pingement on the
A.' L. Attitude changes in the spin axis direction are produced b.: opposite
jets, -acting as a couple, which are pulsed in a desired average inertial
direction, causing a transverse torque that prccr.sscs the angular momen-
tum vector. The couple eliminates unwanted translational velocity corn-
ponents. , Although only two jets are needed lone if couple requirement is
waived), an additional set is provided for redundancy. Tne SM, operating
open-loop, can maintain its attitude to within the ?. n degrees (3 rt) required
for accurate pointing of the planar antenna after A./L separation.
The continuous firing of an axial jet(s) produces a velocity, change
along the spin axis without causing a c.zange in spacecraft attitude. Tile use
of an additional radial jet, which is ' pulsed` along a direction through the
Veh icle cc-r,ter of gravity, with the axial system allows velocity corrections
to be c _zcuted in an y direction without requiring a spacecraft attitude
change. Two radial. jets (see Figure 7) are attacl-.ed to the SM. one through
the total spacecraft center of gravity and the other through that o. the SM
for use after A!' L separation, The ability to perform velocity corrections
without changing the vehicle attitude allo ys earth communications to be
maintained, especially near Mars encounter, or. the high lair. anter:na. A
velocity correction accuracy of 4 to - percent of the total correction can be
readily obtained with this system, based on previous experience with pre-
flight calibration data and i.nflight temperature and pressure measuremer.ts
of propellant systems. This accuracy satisfies the requirement of not sig-
nificantly degradiug trajectory control accuracv, as limited by orbit deter-
mination .
 while performing the encounter minus 5 -day velocity correction.
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(Drbit determination accuracies of from 60 to 70 kilometers 	 in Mars
muss coordinates, A-ill not be significantly degraded.
Cuntrol of the jets is effected by an electronics system which has
been flight proven many times and is known, since its inception at Hughes
in 1959. as the iet control electronics JCF.). The primary feature of the
JCL• is it synchronous controller whicf initiates jet pulses of any desired
duration, spaced one spin period apar, , s/arting at any desired point in the
spin cycle relative to a plare containing the spin axis Kind spacecraft-sun
line. This start angle ' remains constant during any particular manei::er.
even though the rlane is moving during the maneuver. The essence of this
mode, knou-n as it rhumb lane precessicn, is :hat a given initial attitude anr.
desired final attitude explicitly define the "start angle for the let pulses.
The JCE synchronous mode, Figure 8, provides the spin synchronous pulse
control for the axial jets precession..IP. and radial let velocity, -1'%*.
modes. The JCE also provides for continuous firine of the axial jets for
velocity corrections. The flexibility of the JCE is supplemented xith a
siniplc• backup quadrant mode of operation in the event of a failure in the
JCF phase lock counter.
Four sun sensors and a star sensor on the SM provide attitude :nior-
mation. iii addition to spin axis attitude data. the s-in sensor output pulses
are a reference for initiating the JCS:. The sensors basically providt.- two
pulses with a time difference proportional to the angle between the spin axis
and sun line for star line). The sensors allo y Tor spin axis attitude deter
-.n.nation to %within 0. 5 degree. The Atitude control system: also utilizes
mercury tube dampers to maintain reasonable nutatior, histories dur,,ng
naneuvers.
Ta.blE 5 summarizes the attitude and velocity control system per-
formance for the spacecraft and SM by itself:
The propellant tanks, lines, thrusters. and associated hardware
system are of all-welded construction to minimize weight and leakage. The
complete system is tested and then installed into the SM as a single unit.
I._quid and gas manifolds and all comronent attachments, except thrusters.
use %welded joints. High strength titanium is used for the tacks, lines, and
gas and propeilant fill valves, and the pressure trar_sducers are of stainless
steel. Where titanium-to-stainless steel joints are required, diffusion-
bonded transition ioints are used. A propellant maf ; fraction of 0. 8:3is
typical as a result of design efforts to minimize tanka , ,e an-i fixed hardy,-ire
weight. Catalytic hydrazine thruster designs are available from several
suppliers, including Rocket Research, Walter Kidde, and Hamilton Stmndard,
the latter thruster design having been successfully flown on ATS and sub-
jected to a ride variety of spacecraft maneuvers over the past year.
The monopropellant.hydrazine system has four 14. 2-.inch diameter
tanks filled to 55 percent with 120 pounds of propellant. The propellant
includes 11 pounds of contingency and satisfies the s--!quirements of
65 rneter.s per second for midcourse corrections, 1p0 meters per second for
27
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the deflection maneuver, and the remainder for attitude --ti-id spin control
operations. 'nitrogen gas at 125 to 275 osi and centrifug,l force expel
the propellant. Table o lists the design characteristics of the reaction
control system (RCS).
A typical arrangerrt it of the RCS is illustrated in Figure 9. Sho-, n
are two independent units, .-ach consisting of two tar_ks, five jets, and
associated equiprient. If an element in one fails in a specifies' sense, the
mission may still be completed with the other unit. Nominal mission per-
formance requires c,peratimi of both systems. since they each contain half
of the required total propellant load of 120 pounds. The inclusion of a valve
between the propellant lines of each unit, similar to that of Intelsat IV,
would supply the total propellant to both units. Each tank contains a temp-
erature transducer and each unit a pressure transducer, the data being
necessary for utilization of the jet calibration curves.
The spin -up; d^ spin jets operate in pairs to produce a pure couple.
Dote that a spin change requires both tank systems to produce the purr
couple about the spin axis. This arrangement simplifies the plumbing,
requiring only one feed line to each spin jet cluster. S,iould one of the RCS
systemE be lost, spinup or despin may still 6e a-cornplished with a single
jet (one jet for spinup, one jet for despin). although the dynarnic perform-
ance would be somewhat degraded. Luss of sne of the RCS systems vv-uuld
nL>t be a serious failure mode for spin change, pro^• ided adequate propel-
lant retrained in the other system to effect despin and MSSIA spinup.
The axial jets operate in oppositely directed pairs to produce a pure
couple for re-orientation and in uni , '.irectional pairs to produce axial aV
As in the spir_up!despin case, almost double redundancy is available in the
axial jets because of the specific combination° of failures required before
the mission is seriously degraded.
Deployment of the axial jet clusters may be passively acccmphshed
without the use of electrical signals, squibs, or actuation. This technique
v., as successfully used on twe ATS missions for deployment of eight VHF
antennas. The flexible connection for the hyrazine line %,. • ill not present any
problem.
Control of the thrusters is effected solely through electricall y oper-
ated valves, 'here being at least one valve per thruster. Series r,2dundcnt
valves could be used if desired, as on the Intelsat IV satellite. The four
spin jets attached to the mission-critical propellant suppl y may possibly not
be optimum from a reliability standpoint. Series redundant valves might be
used on these jets, or the spin Jets could be separately supplied by their
o-wn small propellant tanks for an additional weight of about 2 pounds. Other
elements of the system, including pressure and temperature transducers.
pressure charge valve (for nitrogen), ar_d fill and drain 1•alvt , are items of
existing, flight proven hardware and hardly need consideration to this pre-
:imi.nary, study.
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TABLE t. PROPOSED HYDRAZINF REACTIO`: C:ON7RO1. SYSTEM
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Propellant	 Mono propellant h–drazine
Pressurant	 G iseous nitrogen
Feed design	 Blowdown pressuri,:alion and centrifugal force
expuls , on Ispinup is iccompli.shec by using prrie
pellant trapped in lines under pressure to supply
centrifugal field on oropc-llant n tanks during
initial stages of spinur,l.
Pressure range 275 to .!25 psi
Thrust range 5 to 3) pounds force
Specific impulse 225 to ?00 ibs-sec/lb.
1
range
Pulse width
Total impulse
delivered
Operating
tempera—re
range
Propellant
weight
Pressurant
weight
125 milliseconds to 1 minutes
22, 000 lb/sec.
40° to 120 F.
120 pounds
2 pounds
Hardware weight
	 j pounds
Tank outer	 14.2 inches
	 I
diameter (4)
Initial fill fraction	 5 5 percent
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A l l of the flight control hardware, with the exception of the star
sensor, will meet the sterilization requirements, based on past t ests and
flights under similar environments. A sterilizable photomuitiplier tube has
been developed by Electromechanical Research, Princeton, N. J. , but it
has not been tested and flown in a complete sensor unit.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The Flyby .-Video Data MSSM telecommunications system, which
includes not only the transmit and receive functions, but the command
decoil ing, storage and sequencer, and signal processing ; ' elemetry) aspects
is based on the extensive S-band experience with the Surveyor progran. and
telemetry/ command! VHT know-how with earth communications satellites.
Complete redundancy is provided for this vital subsystem by using parallel
units and switching between antennas, receivers, and transmitters. Also
worst case design techniques are incorporated to ensure link performance.
Figure 10 is a block diagram of the SM telecommunications subsystemn.
The S-band portion of the subsystem which provir.. . for maintenance
of telemetry and commands between the S-k- and earth DSI1 (1973 confi cur -
atior. ) consists of a 17. 9-square - foot planar antenna having a gain of 29. 2 db
and a 5. t-degree beamwidth., two 40-watt traveling -wave tube ( TWT^ high
power transmitters, two 3 -wa t t solid state love power transmitters, two
receiver transponders, tx•o backup semiomnidirectional turnstile antennas,
and associated diplexers and switches.
The primary function of the high-gain planar antenna is to operate
with a 40-watt transmLitter and relay video data received from the A / L back
to earth over • a distance of 160 x 10 kilometers at Mars encounter. :n
addition, the planar antenna and a 3 - watt transmitter are used fror, = 0 days
after earth injection to encounter for sending spacecraft data to earth. Sir_ce
the planar antenna has a small beamwidth that is directed along the space-
craft spin axis, a ser :cs of four spacecraft attitude maneuvers must be made
to keep the earth within the beamwidth. The video data can be transmitted
at 17, 000 bits per secona, although only 16, 000 is requ i red fo. a 10-minute
postlanding video period to obtain 10 7 :, its. The planar antenna does not
receive data.
Prior to using the planar antenna 90 days of f er earth in jection, the
cross slot antenna is used to send telemetry data from the spacecraft to
earth. The cross clot is an integral part cf the planar antenna and has a
gain of at least - 1 dB over a 120 - degree beamwidth. The cross slot oper-
ates with a 3-watt transmitter during mast of the mission except for brief
high - power, 40 -watt per iods during midcourst maneuvers. The cross slot
antenna is also used with a 40- watt tran-:rritter during the A / L separation
period because the planar antenna cannot be held in the earth direction. The
cross slot will receive cornniands in conjunction with the S-band receiver
and operate in a transponder loop with a receiver, transmitter, and planar
antenna (when required) to produce range /range rate data for the orbit
determination process.
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Two semiomnidirectional turnstile antennas located on the SM
extend«ole arms provide cum.plete sphe: ical coverage, with a gain greater
than -9 dB, and would be used in the event of a failure in the attitude con-
trol systerz or cross slot area. The antennas are similar to those used on
Surveyor.
The sw-itches allow any t ransmitter to drive any of the antennas, and
either semiomridirectional antenna to be connected to one o: the receivers.
The other receiver is permanently attached to the cross slot antenna. In
the event the signal comi no from one receiver disappears, logic will switch
in the other receiver.
Table 7 summarizes the SM S-band communications lin . perform-
ance. Performance is given for the 210- . and 135-foot DSN systems.
The UHF, 400-M R2 portion of the telecommunications subsystem is
designed to only receive entry and video data fro*n the A/ L. Sixteen half -
wavelength dipole antennas are mounted about the solar panel perimeter and
transfer the A / L signal to a UHF passive filter / receiver which in turn feeds
the data into the S-band system for transmission to earth. The A/L is
assumed to use a 50-watt transmitter and cross slot antenna with 0 db at
70 degrees off the antenna beam center. The UHF link will support
16, 000 bits per second at a maximum range of 5000 kilometers, which is
associated with a flyby trajectory having at least 10 minutes of video trans-
mission time.
The S band modulation is PCM / PSK / PM and the UHF choice is
direct carrier FM, PCM/ FSK. The S-band system assumes a command-
able modulation index and the use of convolutional -coding to optimize the
SM system.
The system includes two command decoders which provide for
15J1 SM commands quid necessary A/L commands. Co.nmands are also
-btored in the sequencer prior to A/L- separation for purposes of having a
compLetely automatic sequence daring this phase of the mission. The
sequencer stares 30 commands.
The signal processing unit accepts and converts for transmission SM
and A / L telemetry data. A total of 166 data channels can be processed.
Included in the channels are the star sensor intensity and time data required
to determine spacecraft attitude.
The tel,-curnmunics,^ion equipment weight and sizes are based on
presently available iter s such as the l0 - watt TWTs ( used in parallel to
produce 40 watts) or those being developed, such as the solid - state 3-watt
transmitters. In addition, thr sterlization requirement ran be readily
accommodated into the telecommunications system design base -1 on similar
require .nents for Survetor S-band and earth satellite equipment.
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The energy* sources for the system are solar panels and recharge-
able silver zinc batteries. Except for brief periods of high power operation,
the soli r panels rill supply the operational loads associated with the cruise
phase of the mission. The 37.4 square feet of panel area is based on the
requirement to sustain total system loads, 85 watts. at Mars aphelion and
inder the anticipated sur. /spacecra`t orientation. The stead y -state cruise
mode power ,
 requirements are listed in Table 8. The solar panel design is
based upon a solar cell conversion factor of 3. 30 watts per square foot,
normal incidence angle at Mars aphelion, and an area utilization factor of
90 percent. The'power conversion figure includes radiation degradatio. of
15 percent and any voltage mismatch. However, the solar pane; is designed
to result in a minimum' mismatch under the near-Mars condition of solar
intensity and panel temperature. A maximum solar incidence angle of
40 degrees from normal at Mars encounter was dictated as a result of tra-jectory analysis. It was stated as a requirement that 22 watts of unrege-
lated power will be drawn continuously for the A/L battery chargers, ther-
mal control, and sequencer. The power calculations are based upon a
continuous drain of 25 watts by the A i L.
Battery capacity requirements c.re dictated by the system loadF dur-
ing the encounter minv.s 12 hours through the flyby phase of the mission. A
de*_aired command/time sequence was generated for this phase and used to
generate a power and energy histogram. The results appear in Table 9.
The results are conservative because the sequence was started at 5 rather
than 12 hours before encounter, based on earlier studies. The retluction in
battery siz- and weight using 12 hours is insignificant because only a very
low charging rate, L 7 watt-hours per hour, is available durii.g the addi-
^ional time gained. To enhance system reliability, two batteries are used,
each sized such that the mission can be complete4 on a single battery if
necessary. Additional safety is provided by the use of isolating diodes
between each battery and the bus (see 1Rgure 1 1 ). In this way, failure of a
single battery during the mission will disconnect it from the line, thereby
preventing a rapid discharge of the rem w _ining battery.
In determining battery eiae, - minimum period of 1. 5 hours between
the end of the SM deflection maneu-4er and the: start of fl-y, by , a battery
-charging rate of 6 percent and a discharge limii:ed to 80 percent of capacity
is assumed. Two batteries with a capacity of 283 watt-hours each {total of
566 watt-hours), satisfy the requirements. Power calculations indicate that
the maximum current drain on a battery will be on the order of 5 amperes,
assuming single battery operation. Since the capacity of each battery is
approximately 12 ampere-hours, the maximum discharge rate will be
approximately 40 percent of cap acity. A1.though detailed functional perform-
ance characteristics of aterilizable batteries are riot presently known, the
discharge rate indicated appears to to approximately 50 percent of the anti.,
cipated maximum discharge capability.
a
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TABLE 8. CRUISE MODE STE.A.DY-STATE LOADS
Power Required,
^^ att s
Unregulated	 RegulatedUnit
Transmitter (low po •.kzr, 3 watts)
Assume 15 percent efficient
Flight control
Telemetry and command
S-band rece vers
Aerosheli/lander
SM thermal control
Battey charge regulator*
Boost regulator
Assume 75; percent efficient
Subtotals
---- 20.0
	
----
	 10.0
	
----	 0.5
	
3. 0
	 ----
	
_5. 0	 ----
	
5.0
	 ----
	
1. 5	 ----
	
?. U	 ----
	
43. 5	 30. 5
I
Totals
	
80.0	 (III
I
Contingency and high power operation 	 5. 0
i
Total
	
85.0
Solar panel power to be supplied	 85.0
* Assumes that the battery will be disconnected from the bus rafter
being fully charged) for most o; transi--.
The energy-to-weight ratio for a sterilizable silver zinc battery of this
capacity its approximately 20 matt-hours per pound; therefore, the total battery
weight is 28. 3 pounds. Although no fully operational sterilizable batteries
exist, the development of fully sterilizable (prolonged soak at 135 0 C) silver
zinc primary and secondary l.,atteries is in an advanced stage. The studies
underway at Jet Propulsion LaboraLOries of battery cells provided by
Electrical Storage Battery, Inc. , are well documented.
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TABLE 9. ENERGY REQiJIREMENTS FOR TERMINAL SEQUENCE
F
-- --- - - . -- --^	 ---	 Pr._FitcnttttterPaver. wait.	 Phase	 F !y-Dy }'Anse I
^^ Tune, I Enemy. Time.` Entrgy.Unit	 Regulated Garegulated 11 nunrte•
	
.tt-Ar• 1 na aute• ^r,lt.ttre :
-----	 -t
I
-' . -Transmttte r 	 1	
`^
40 matt• RV 25 Percent efflcieat - 160-0	 -	 63. 1 I	 168. 7 1	 563.7	 143.
1 watt. RF. 15 percent eff dent 	 20. 0
	 I 120. a	 40. 3
1
Flight control
Cmime mode' 6.0	 I	 18.Q I	 6.1 I	 Sk7 - 	8.9
	
III
Thrusting nwdc	 15.0	 1	 I 246. O	 36. S
telemet ry and c..mmand decoder6. S 	 184. 1
	 I,.4	 51.7 I	 5. 8
	
1	 ItCumtaand to r+tge anc n equ-ncer	 1	 1.0	 I :81.1	 •L 2 i	 I	 -
i UHF recetvern	 2.5	 M.9 i	 7.7	 S3.7	 !	 2.2I
	
' •S-bawd receiver•I	 1.0	 1A4. 1 •	 9- 2	 53.7	 I	 7. 7
1 
D..ttery charge rrrgulator	 4.5	 1 1114. t
	 i	 11.8	 53.7	 4.0
P ,a,t regulator 1Fret 187 watts I87 percent 	 I	 1	 24. 1	 26.0	 10 5	 -
eff.crcni:
P	 :82 wattn t8i percent	 I	 Z1.6	 I	 i7. 3	 I	 14-7re9	 efficient)	 I
P	 - 4b. ; watts 177, i percent i-	 ^	 10.4	 ^ IMO ^	 20. hreg	 affuient`.1
P	 - 41. 5 watts t - 7 Percent	 I	 9. S -
	
0.11	 i	 0. 1
	 -	 -
reg	
clfte+entl	 I	 '
prep	 179 watts. i87 Percent	 Z3. 3	 I	 I	 -	 53.7	 2U.9
ef6cteat I
Therrnr.l Son_-ul 	 I	 S.0	 164.1	 is 3	 53 7	 4.S
I	 Subtotals
	 373. 0 J
Sa.ier pane;	 Ii	 85.0	 184. 1
	 260.5
Battery energy required
	
112.5
°Time• are based on 10 en nutru total etsibihty miter Lander tr.cehdovn.
t
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Overcharging the batteries will be prevented by the battery -harger/
booster which will coat-in a charge current limiting function. It is anti-
cipated at this time to essentially disconnect the batteries from the bus after
being fully charged. Althoug^, a thorough detailed knou-ledge of sterilizable
silver zinc battery characteristics does not presently exist, it Ls felt that a
long period of float charging cot-1d prove detrimental. When the solar panel
output is insufficient to sustain system loads, the batteries will automati-
cally be conne:ted to the bus. Th s procedure is similar to that followed on
the Mariner spacecraft.
The boost regulator provides regulated power to the transmitters,
t"HF receivers, and the rorrmand storage And sequencer, as well as the
flight control and telemetry subsysterns. The concept of a central regulator
was chosen primarily on the basis of minimizing overall cost, weight, and
thermal and electrical dissipations. Additional advantage of the existing
redundancy of the transmitter can be realized by having additional separate
regulators with current limiting for each transmitter. In this way, a short
circuited transmitter could be removed from the bus and the system could
continue operating on the remaining transmitter. However, there would be
attendant penalties in the areas previously mentioned.
The steady state regulated power requirement for cruise movie oper-
ation is 36. 5 watts. Assuming a regulated bus volta.gr of 30 *1 percent,
the boost regulator output current is approximately 1.2 amperes. The max-
imum regulated load requirement is expected to be 6 or 7 amperes. It is
estimated that an efficiency of 75 percent is reasonable at the louver output,
while 85 to 90 percent can be achieved a: the higher output.
Although not a part of the SM power subsystem, t.x •o A ll- battery
chargers are '_ncorporated into thk SM desibn.
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Figure 11. Power Subsystem .Functional Block Diaeram
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6. FLYBY DESIGN - ENTRY DATA
The requirement to relay only entry data, at a rate of 2000 bits per
second, and not video data at 16, 000 bits per sec:oi,d, relaxes the specifica-
tions on the telecommunications subsystem, thereby resulting in a few
differences between the Flyby - Entry and Video Data MSSM designs and
mission profile. The mission profile modifications are a fewer number of
spacecraft attitude corrections to maintain the planar antenna directed at
the earth and, obviously, no video transmission sequence. A smaller nurr.-
ber of attitude corrections are possible because the lower gain (22. 2 dF )
planar antenna with its larger beamwidth 0 1. 5 degrees) will keep the earth
in view for longer periods of time.
The Flyby - Entry Data SM inboard profile is shown in Figure 12.
A 23-inch square planar antenna is mounted against the louvers which are
attached to the equipment shelf. The antenna and surrounding frustrum
cover provide sufficient surface area for radiation of thermal energy trans-
ferred from the equipment shelf via the louvers. The frustrum cover is
coated with a high ernissivity material, such as the quartz mirror used on
Surveyor, to enhance radiation. Since lower wattage transmitters (20 watts)
are used with consequently less thjermal output, they are mounted to the
equipment ahelf and onlf the louvers between the shelf and antenna are
required to regulate the comp p rtment temperature. The cross slot can be
mounted .at the center of the planar, but is mounted at the aide for this SM
configuration.
The weights which constitute the total Titan IU-C launch weight for
the Flyby - Entry Data SM design are listed in Table 10. The SM weight of
521 pounds, which includes 47 pounds of contingency, plus the A/L, adapter,
and canister weights, yields a total launch weight of 1989 pounds. The dif-
ference between the Titan III-C payload weight cap..bility and the actual
launch weight added to the 47 pounds results in a total SM, adapter, and
canister weight contingency '4 139 pounds.
Table 1.1 lists► the basic subsystem weights of the SM.
Table 12 lists the mocnent of inertia properties for several SM
loading conditions. As in the case of the Video Data design, the data indi-
cates passive stability about spin axis.
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",A /boo3ter adapter
Structure
Umbilical
Pyrotechnic separation logic
SM weight (includes 4 7, pounds
contingency)
Aft canister
Structure
Pressure and vent.
'Separation harness
Aeroshell/under
Forward canister
Launch weight
Item Weight, pounds
1100. 0
I,
521. 0
117.2 I
1
77.2
35.0
5. 0
181.8
12 `,. 8
50.0
3. 0
69.0
1989. 0
TABLE 10. MSSM - LAUNCH WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION, FLYBY-ENTRY DESJGN
Titan payload	 2080
ITotal contingency for SM.
	
138
i	 adapter and canister
The attitude-velocity control and propulsion subsystem differ from
the Video Data design in that smaller tanks (13.4-inch diameter) will hold -
the lighter propellant load, and dynamic performance is changed slightly.
Since the perfotr lance data change is minor, all data presented in Section 5
under Attitude and Velocity Control/ Propulsion, is directly applicable to the
Entry Data design with the implication that a conservative performance is
specified.
The reduction in bit rate tr 2000 bits per second results in a planar
array design raving 22. 2 dB of gain, 11 . 5 degrees of 7earnwidth, a.,d a
23 by 23 inch surface area. A transmitter producing 20 a-tts o: output
power is used with the planar to perform the entry data Alay function. The
link performance data is listed in Table 13. All other aspects of the S-band
system are identical to those of the Video Data design; therefore, the
results of Section 5 carder Telecommunications apply.
The UHF link specifies an A/L 35-watt transmitter for the Entry
Data design case. This power will more than sustain the 2000 bit per
second rate for the same SM UHF system and geometry specified in Sec-
tion 5 under Telecommunications. These r-malts can be used to change the
A/ L, SM, or flyby trajectory design to the overall advantage of the Mars
1973 program.
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TABLE 11. MSSM S UBSYSTEM WEIGHT ALLOTMENT,
FLYBY DESIGN -ENTRY DATA
Item Weig ,..t, pounds
RF Subsyster±-i	
_--------- - - ---
--
	
51.5
3-watt transmitter (2) 22. 0
20-watt transmitter (2)
High-gain antenna (1 .) 4. U
UHF antennas (16, 3. 0
Turnstile antenna (2) 1.0
S-band receiver (21 6.0
UHF receiver (2) 4.71
RF switches (3) 1: 5
Coaxial cables and attach clips 5. 5
Cross slot orru► i 0.5
Diplexer (3) 1.	 3
Signal Processing	 30.7
Central command decoder (2)	 5. 7
Central signal processor	 10. 0
Command storage aad sequencer (S /M)	 5.0
Sequencer ;A/L)	 10.
Propuls im-i 146.0
5 -pound thrusters (10) 11. 0
13. 9-inch diameter tanks (4) I3. 0
Valves, lines, filters, and pressurart 8. 0
Propellant/pressurant (2 pounds) 109. 0
Flight Control 30. 0
Flight control electronics 17.0
Star sensors (1 ) 5. 1
S pun sensors (4) 1.0
Local cables, coaaectors, and cl;pa 3.4
Nutation damper 2. 5
Accelerometer and acceleration switch 1.0
1
Structure 116.4
Upper ring 11.7
'	
Upper cylinder Z1.1
Central ring :1. 6
Lower frustum 4. 2
Equipment shelf 21.0
Thermal blankets dad tie downs 4. 5	 I
Lower the r- al blanket s	 _rt 6.5
1
1
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TABLE 11. MSSM SUESYbTEM WEIGM AL1.07I MEN7 .
FJ,YBY DESIGN - EI`:TRY DATA - Concluded
Item	 freight, pot nds
Harness 10.0
Solar panel support tubes 7.0
Balance weights 4. 0
Thermal control louver (5) 1 3. 6
Radial iet supports (2) 1.2
MvchanibmF
Separation mechanism 11.6
SM/lander	 4.8
SM/adapt-r	 6.8
Axial jet deployment (2) ^.2
Electrical Power
Solar panel ( substrate,	 cells. ,	 interconnections) 36. 8
Boost regulator S. 5
Battery charge regulator (1 S /M,	 2 A/L) 10. 5
Battery ( 2) 40 percent dischar g e	 - 28. 3
SM weight 473. 5
Contingency 47. 5
Total 521. 0
14.8
84.1
The Flyby - Entry Data design power system is identical to that of
the Video Data design. It is recognized that the Entry Data SM requires
less battery capacity because a 20-watt, instea&of 40-watt, transmitter is
used for a shorter period of time (entry data period only). Less capacity
implies lower battery weight, but since the reduction is minor and even `Ass
important to the total SM weight, the difference is of no consequence for
purposes of this study.
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TABLE I Z. MOMNTS OF IlaR-TLA, FLYBY-ENTRY TiESi4N
Vehicle.State
A / L aad SM
Full fuel
Roll
'Pitch
40 percanf feel
I	 1R
Ip
sm
40 percent feel
I
Zero pwrceot fuel
IR
1F
Slug — ft
394
297
374
283
67
3S
6j_
32
4S
TABLE 13. MSSM TFLEMETRY L-TNK PERFORM_ ACE S76MMP R y
(210- FGOT AtiTENNA )
Missior_	 Range Maximum Allowable Information
Phase (X 1	 km) Rate, bps
S-band Link to DSIF
(ApproxiMat.ely 2295 MHz)
1
T—
Antenna Low-gain Antennas High-Gain Antenna
^Gain ar.-? (-6dB Worst Case) (22. 17 dB On-	 xis!
RF Cutput
^3 wattsl
-
Power
Conditions, k.	 2C watt 40 watts 13 watts 20 wattsl 40 watts
T-ansit I_ 10 j 240	 1600 i
First
midcourse 10 16001240
433^Z 98?' 1^290Transit U 5 100 i 23 640 
Second
100
i
43 96 540 1428
midcourse _^ 1
31 2fTrar.sit M 1160 (	 114 3.7 1 250 2000
Descent 160 250	 LC00	 1400 0
bps UHF Descent_ Relay Link (Approximately 400 WHz)^cOG%)
Descent 610th km- _ 4. 2 dB MSSM worst case gain,
?5 watts RF, 0 dB worst case lander gain
Command Up Link (.Approximately 7113 MHz)
jDSN-to- 160 -9 dB worst Last MSSM gi.in ,
IMSSM 100 k'*- , 3	DSI.F` RF power,	 3 bps
leap . link -1 dB worst case- MSSM gain,
l u
t
.34 bps
I Either cross - slot or boorzn-mounted omnidirectional anten--as, over `he
zeatth-directed hemisphere.
Assumes that gain of cross-slot ar:enna is always ` -1 dB in look an4le
3 cone.
400 kW rill significantly increase command bit rate.
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7. ORBITER DESIGN
The Orbiter W*-SM design, in addition to relaying entry and video
data, must perform a braking maneuver that places the SM Into a synchro-
nouf; (24, 6-hour period) Mars ort,it. 'rhe SM passes over the Lander each
day and relays dcta to earth for the lifetime of the lander, ;which :s at least
3 days. This mission objective, plus the use of the Flyby Mode of delivery
'which eliminates the need to sterilize the SM. results in an encounter phase
mission profile and SM de.:ign that significantly differs from the Flyby SM
designs.
Figure 13 illustrates the encounter and orbital phase of the Orbiter
SM mission. Twelve hours before the relay function begins, the SM per-
fornis an attitude rotation to align the A/L for a deflection maneuver. Since
the Flyby Mode of delivery is veed, the A/L muxR perfc.-m a deflection
maneuver to attain a landing trajectory and a subsequent attitude rotation
and despin operation to satisfy entry requirements. - Then the SIN is re-
orien«d t-, its cruise pasition, separates the aft canister, and completes
the: relay phase in a manner ximilar to that of the Flyby SM design.
The insertion into Mars orbit is subordinate to the transmission of
vi.leo d.ita to earth. The insertion events will not begin until ' 0 7 bits of
video aata have been relayed or, even more desirab?e, until the AM to SM
communication link is lost due to the range -increasing during flyby. A
period of s to 5 minutes is -required to align the SM, followed immediately
vrsth a high-energy pYopulsion system thrustingperiod. The SM is then re-
oriented to point the planar antenna at the earth and relay data from the
Ai L appror cisnattly once every 24. 6 houre for 3 days. An orbital trim
maueuve;r to compensate for excessive insertion errors grad periodic veloc-
ity/attitude adjustments may be required during the Orbiter lifetime.
Two Orbiter SM designs have been briefly ^lvestigated, one using
a col=_d propellent and Om other a liquid propellant orbital insertion system.
The solid propellant Orbiter RM inboard profile is shown in Figure 14. ks
in the case of the Flyby SM designs, the Orbiter SM is mc.unted between the
adapter and A/L, tout is outside of the canisters because the rterilixation
requirement has been waived, The cylindrical 9eetion has been lengthened
to 39 inches to a ,:comtriodafie the solid 1,rt►peLant engis:e located at the cente
of the SM. A ,short conical :rostrum transfers loads from the engine to the
r.•, liader, A smaller cylindriml section surrounds the solid engine and
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provides planar antenna and therznal blanket support plus thermal isolation
for the equipment compartment and engine. The engine also requires a
thermal blanket and heaters.
The equipm,^nt inside the SM is mounted. to the outer cylinder wal'1
which contains all the thermal louvers used to control the compartment
temperature. This arrangement might prove attractive enough for incor-
poration into the Flyby designs. Aside from slight mounting differences of
the planar anterna and radial ;eras, all other gross characteristics of the
Orbiter design are identical to those of the Flyou - video rata SM design.
A breakdown of the launch weight for the Orbiter system is pre-
sented in T able 14. The A / L weight of 1 l 8b pounds, inc l udes 86 pounds for
a deflection system and interface structure. The orbit +: r SM weight is
1 1 20 pounds, including 90 pounds for contingencies. ► he inclusion of
344 pounds for the adapter and canisters yields a launch weight o:
2650 pounds, which is identical t^ % the Titan III-C payload capability.
Thereto. c, m0 pounds is available icr SM, adaf .er, end canister contin-
gencies, assuming a fixed A/ L weight.
The basic Crl:iter SM weights :are lister; in Table 15. The planar
antenna and structural weights do not reflect exactly the configuration show-1,
in Figure 14. Twenty-two pounds has h yen added to accommodate a slightly
larger antenna and salar panel outer diameter. This change allo ys Orbiter
S14 corm anicstions for the greater distances associated wv th this design.
Table 1b presents the SM moments of inert'.a and indicates the
soacecraft in not passively stable about the spin axi-. A simple active
mutation damper is included in the design to maintain stabi? :i:y about the
spin axis.
The general descripticst of the flight and reaction jet control suS-
system presented in Section 5 is -)plica )le to the Orbiter SM design, but
the performance characteristics ..re dif ,tcrent, as notes! in Table 17. The
schd engine weighs 468 pounds and ran impart 5630 fps to the SM.
The telecommunications ssubsystzrn requires a planar artenrna with
a gain of 30 dB (21. 2 square feet) and this results in link perforL.iance
slightly biter than that giver. in Section S. u'::h
 the exception of a slightly
6iffferent autotza.tic sequencer, the rewminde- of the telecon-maurications
subsystem described in Section 5 is valid for the Orbiter design,
isle power sub ssystetn of the Orbiter SM. is functionally idertical to
that described in Section 5 under Power.
 . The b^v-series are 11 p r^u.ndr, lighter
because .:.eriliz.arion is not required,
An alternate Orbiter '.iiM design using a liquid braking *ys'_em was con-
sidered with an inboard profile au shown in Figure 15. A weight breakdown is
given in Table 18. Due to study limitations, the liquid system study was not
pursued in depth. This system is e: visioned -. , sing  a monol►ropellant for all
pre-orbiting maneuvers and then adding an oxidizer to pr-, puce a high specific
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impulse for the orbital insertion phase. Two fuel and two oxidizer tanks, plus
a gas bottle for the ,pressurart, are required. In addition to the low thrust
.jets, two 200-pound thrust engines are mounted outside the SM cylindrical
section. This SM a -° bn all.ou-s for a closer attachment t-o t.h.. 4!L, and
possibly a more wtable spinning spacecraft. The flexibility of the liquid
design may warrant `urt1, er awdies.
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TABLE 14. ORBITER (SOLID) LAUNCH WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
Item Weight, pounds
Aeroshell/lander 1186
SM weight (including contingency of 90 pounds) 1120
SM/booster adapter 125
Structure 85.0
Umbilical 35.0
Pyrotechnic separation logic 5.0
Aft canister 150
Structure 97.0
Pressure and vent 50.0
Separation harness 3.0
Forward canister 69
Launch weight	 2650
Titan payload
	 2650
contingency for SM, adapter, and canisters
	 90
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TABLE 15. ORBITER (SOLID) SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT ALLOTMENT
)
l
Item Weight, pounds
RF Subsystem 83.3
3-watt transmitter (2) 41.2
40-watt transmitter (2)
High-gain antenna (1) (21.2 ft 2 ) 16.6
UHF antennas (16) 3.0
Turnstile antenna (2) 1.0
S-band receiver (2) 8.0
UHF receiver (2) 4.7
RF switches (3) 1.5
Coaxial cables and attach clips S.5
Cross slot omni 0. 5
Diplexer (3) 1.3
Signal Processing 30.7
Central command decoder (2) S.?
Central signal processor 10.0
Command storage and sequencer (S/M) 5.0
Sequencer (A/L) 10.0
Propulsion 632.7
5-pound thrusters (10) 11.0
14.2-inch diameter tanks (4) 20.7
Valves, lines, filters, and pressurant 8.0
N2H4 propellant 115.0
Solid propellant 430.0
Case and inerts 48.0
Flight Control 37.S
Flight control electronics 17.0
Star sensors (1) 5.1
Sun sensors (4) 1.0
Local cables, connectors, and clips 3.4
Nutation damper (2) (active) 10.0
Accelerometer and acceleration switch 1.0
Structure 149.2
Upper ring 12.7
Upper cylinder 4.0
Engine frustum and ring 27.4
Inter cylinder and ring 5.1
Lower ring 9. 2
Thermal blankets and tie downs S.5
Thermal blanket support 6. 1
Harness 15.0
Solar panel support tubes 7.0
Balance weights 4.0
Thermal control louver (15 square feet) 12.0
Radial jet supports (2) 1.2
Equipment support brackets and hardware 4.0
Mechanisms 14.8
Separation mechanism 11.6
SM/lander	 4.8
SM/adapter	 6.8
Axial jet deployment (2) 3. 2
Electrical Power 81.8
Solar panel (substrate, cells, interconnections) 45.8
Boost regulator 8.5
Battery charge regulator (1 S/M 2 A/L) 10. 5
Battery (2) 40 percent discharge 17.0
Subtotal 1030.0
Contingency 90.0
Total 1120.0
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TABLE 16. ORBITER (SOLID) MOMENTS OF INERTIA
Vehicle State Slug-ft2
A/L and Orbiter
Full Fuel
1Roll 471
1Pitch 730
Midcourse, fuel removed
1R 454
I 720
Orbiter alone at separation
1R 84
1P 58.3
Orbiter-liquid and solid fuel used
1R 67
I 50.0
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TABLE 17. ORBITER VELOCITY AND ATTITUDE CONTROL
Support Module Only
After Orbit Injection
Support Module Only
Before Orbit Injection
Support Module Attached
to Asroshell/Leader
AV per continuous arias jet firing 0. 266 fps/ revolution 0. 138 fps/revolution 0. 14 fps/revolution
per spin period (one jet) (60 rpm, 4. 5 pounds thrust) (60 rpm, 4. 5 pounds thrust) (25 rpm, 4. 5 pounds thrust)
Axial jet continuous firing time 3.73 sec/fps (one jet) 7.19 sec/fps (one jet) 16. 9 sec/fps (one jet)
per fps AV 1. 87 sec/fps (two jets) 3. 59 sec/fps (two jets) 8.45 sec/fps (two jets)
Weight of propellant per fps AV 0.0809 lb/fps 0. 176 lb/fps 0. 365 lb/fps
Attitude change per pulse S.86 degree/pulse (l) 3. 14 degree/pulse (l) 1. 56 degree/pulse(l)
(90-degree pulse) (90-degree pulse) (90-degree pulse)
3. 14 degree/pulse(l) 1.69 degree/pulse (l) 0.842 degree/pulse(l)
(45-degree pulse) (45-degree pulse) (0-degree pulse)
Propellant weight per degree of 0.0043 lb/degree 0. 008 lb/degree 0.016 lb/degree
attitude change
N per 90-degree pulse of radial 0. 06 fps/pulse 0.0315 fps/ pulse 0.032 fps/pulse
Propellant weight per radial jet 0.00483 lb/pulse 0.00483tb/pulse 0.014 lb/pulse
pulse (90-degree pulse)
Number of radial jet pulses per 16.5 pulses/fps 31.8 pulses/fps 31.4 pulseslfps
fps
Propellant weight per fps (radial) 0. 093 lb/fps 0. 179 lb/fps 0.40 lb/fps
Time required per fps (radial jet) 16. 5 sec/fps (one jet) 31.8 sec/fps (one jet) 74 etc/fps (one jet)
8.25 sec/fps (two jets) 15.9 sec/fps (two jets) 37.sec/fps (two jets)
Spacecraft AV per degree of 0 (nominally, using two 0 (nominally, using two 0 (nominally, using two
attitude change axial jets) axial jets) axial jets)
Maximum notation angle during 1. 5 degrees 1. 5 degrees 2.0 degrees
reorientation
(1) Using two axial jets to produce pure couple.
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TABLE 18. ORBITER (LIQUID) SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT ALLOTMENT
Item Weight, pounds
RF Subsystem 83. 3
3-watt transmitter (2) 41.2
40 -watt transmitter (2)
High-gain antenna (1) 16.6
UHF antennas (16) 3.0
Turnstile antenna (2) 1.0
S-band receiver (2) 8.0
UHF receiver (2) 4.7
RF switches (3) 1.5
Coaxial cables and attach clips S. 5
Cross slot omni 0. 5
Diplexer (3) 1.3
Signal Processing 30.7
Central command decoder (2) 5.7
Central signal processor 10.0
Command storage and sequencer (S/M) 5.0
Sequencer (A/ L) 10.0
Propulsion 609.0
5-pound thrusters (10) 11.0
Tanks (2 oxidizer, 2 fuel, 1 pressurant),
regulator, valves, lines, filters, and
pressurant 61.7
200-pound thrusters (2) S36.3
Midcourse and attitude
OVR
N2H4 fuel
N2O4 oxidizer
Flight Control 37.5
Flight control electronics 17.0
Star sensors (1) 5.1
Sun sensors (4) 1.0
Local cables, connectors, and clips 3.4
Nutation damper (2) (active) 10.0
Accelerometer and acceleration switch 1.0
Structure 146.1
Upper ring 12.7
Upper cylinder 28.0
Engine and tank support structure 32.0Inner support structure
Lower ring 9.2
Thermal blankets and tie downs 6.o
Thermal blanket support 15.0
Harness 15.0
Solar panel support tubes 7.0
Balance weights 4.0
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TABLE 18. ORBITER (LIQUID) SUBSYSTEM
WEIGHT ALLOTMENT - Concluded
Item Weight, pounds
Thermal control louver (15 square feet) 12.0
Radial jet supports (2) 1. 2
Equipment support brackets and hardware 4.0
Mechanisms 14.8
Separation mechanism 11.6
SM / lander	 4.8
SM/adapter	 6.8
Axial jet deployment (2) 3.2
Electrical Power 81. 8
Solar panel (substrate, cells, interconnections) 45,8
Boost regulator 8.5
Battery charge regulator (1 S/M 2 A/L) 10.5
Battery( 2 ) 40 percent discharge 17'0
Subtotal 1003.2
Contingency 98.1
Total 1101.3
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8. PROGRAM PLAN
An MSSM development plan and the key program milestones are
shown in Figure 16. The program assumes that three flight SMs, one of
which is a backup, will be delivered to a prime contractor (capsule inte-
grator) in late 1972 to be mated with landing vehicles and launched toward
Mars in mid-1973. The program begins with a phase C effort to define
system and subsystem specifications and procure long lead time items such
as sterilizable star sensors and batteries. Phase D begins in May 1970
with the start of unit design, development of five models, and operational
support equipment. The models, one of which is delivered to the capsule
integrator for total structural test, are all completed early in the program
so the test results are incorporated into the flight drawings and initial proof
test models. After a final drawing release, the flight units plus spares are
assembled into corr{ilete SMs, tested, and delivered to the capsule inte-
grator. The support equipment is available as the SMs are ready, and are
delivered with the SMs. An adequate support level is maintained through
launch. This program plan, with minor changes, is applicable to all MSSM
designs considered for the Mars 1973 Program.
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